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Abstract—Emerging devices have been designed and fabricated
to extend Moore’s Law. While the benefits over traditional
metrics such as power, energy, delay, and area certainly apply to
emerging device technologies, new devices may offer additional
benefits in addition to improvements in the aforementioned met-
rics. In this sense, we consider how new transistor technologies
could also have a positive impact on hardware security. More
specifically, we consider how tunneling FETs (TFET) and silicon
nanowire FETs (SiNW FETs) could offer superior protection to
integrated circuits and embedded systems that are subject to
hardware-level attacks – e.g., differential power analysis (DPA).
Experimental results on SiNW FET and TFET CML gates are
presented. In addition, simulation results of utilizing TFET CML
on a light-weight cryptographic circuit, KATAN32, show that
TFET-based current mode logic (CML) can both improve DPA
resilience and preserve low power consumption in the target
design. Compared to the CMOS-based CML designs, the TFET
CML circuit consumes 15 times less power while achieving a
similar level of DPA resistance.

Index Terms—Current Mode Logic (CML), Differential Power
Analysis (DPA), Emerging Technologies

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern cryptography systems are facing new challenges

with the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT). The energy

constrained IoT devices may not be able to afford the en-

ergy/area/timing requirements of conventional cryptography

such as the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [1]. As

a results, research on developing light-weight cryptographic

systems and algorithms has intensified recently [2]–[4]. Fur-

thermore, distributed IoT devices allow for an easier physical

access for an adversary. Therefore, securing cryptographic sys-

tems against physical side-channel attacks such as differential

power analysis (DPA) becomes a high priority.

Since the introduction of DPA by Kocher et al. [5], there

has been a considerable amount of research on developing

low-cost and efficient countermeasures. Countermeasures at

the algorithm level and the circuit level have been proposed.

Kocher suggested designing cryptographic algorithms that can

withstand a side-channel attack simply by frequently changing

the keys, preventing the attacker from collecting enough power

traces [5]. The authors in [6] discussed masking bits during

the internal stages to limit information leakage. A circuit level

technique that involves inserting random noise on voltage and

frequency channels has also been proposed [7].

Following this trend, the design of logic gates which show

the property of input-independent power and timing profile

becomes one of the leading research topics in this area

including the sense-amplifier based logic (SABL) and the

current mode logic (CML) [8]. These differential logic styles

rely on symmetric branches to deliver voltage difference on

their double-terminal output based on a pair of differential

input voltages. The drawback with these logic designs, mostly

CMOS-based, is their large area and power consumption when

compared to static single ended logic, thus trading-off power

efficiency for security. For the same reason, the differential

logic based circuits are not suitable for resource constraint

applications.

In this paper, we study how the DPA resistant circuits

can benefit from emerging technologies by replacing CMOS

transistors with emerging transistors to achieve the goals of

high security and low power consumption. Emerging memory

and transistor technologies have already shown their potentials

in hardware security applications relying on their unique and

unconventional properties [9], [10]. Similar to the previous

efforts, we will show that differential logic styles, if combined

with emerging transistors, can present significant improve-

ments towards circuit security and power consumption com-

pared to their CMOS counterparts. Our findings also lead to

the construction of an emerging transistor-based DPA resistant

differential logic library. This library becomes an appealing

option for high-performance and high-security cryptographic

systems under resource constraint implementations. The con-

tributions of this paper include:

• Silicon nanowire FET (SiNW FET) based CML gates are

presented in the paper. We also develop the standard cell

design of both tunnel FET (TFET) and SiNW FET based

CML with the simulated power and delay information.

• Standard cells of TFET-based CML gates are formalized.

The 32-bit lightweight KATAN using TFET-based CML

is employed for the evaluation. To our knowledge, this

is also the first attempt to use emerging technology

based CML gates for the implementation of lightweight

cryptography.

• The correlation power analysis on TFET CML based

KATAN cipher is performed to show the circuit resilience

to side-channel attacks in addition to its much lower

power consumption.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

provides the device overviews of two emerging technologies,

TFET and SiNW FET. Section III discusses the design of cur-

rent mode logic gates using emerging transistors and provides

a detailed performance evaluation. Section IV provides a case

study of TFET based CML gates application in implementing a

lightweight, 32-bit KATAN cipher. Correlation power analysis

is also presented. We conclude with Sections V and VI which

represents a summary discussion and plans for future work.
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Fig. 1: TFET device modeling: (a) 3-D physical structure of N-type Tunneling
FET (b) TFET Verilog-A Model (c) IDS vs. VGS [12] [13].

II. EMERGING DEVICES

A. Tunneling FET

Among different types of proposed tunneling FETs, III-V

TFETs appear more promising due to their higher conduction

current. GaSb-InAs hetero-junction [11] and InAs homo-

junction [12] are two major research directions. Given that

InAs homo-junction is more mature in those two devices, we

use it as our TFET transistor model in this work. Figure

1a depicts the 3-D physical structure of homo-junction N-

type TFET. Compared to conventional CMOS technology, the

TFET has asymmetric doping where the source and drain

are p-type or n-type doped, respectively1. The applied gate

voltage can induce a band-to-band tunnel to drive a tunneling

current. The high energy carriers in TFET are filtered by the

tunneling channel such that a sub-60 mV/decade slope can be

achievable at the room temperature [13]. With the steep slope

characteristic, TFET can enable the supply voltage scaling to

further address conventional CMOS challenges such as oxide

breakdown.

As seen in Figure 1b, a look-up table based Verilog-A

model has been derived from TCAD Sentaurus for circuit-

and system-level simulation [14]. The Verilog-A model

is composed of three parts: gate-source capacitance CGS ,

gate-drain capacitance CGD and the transfer characteristic

IDS(VGS , VDS). The gate-source current is represented as

IGD = d(CGD ∗ VGD)/dt, while the gate-drain current is

expressed as IGS = d(CGS ∗ VGS)/dt. The pre-measured

look-up table that contains a range of fine-step voltage and

capacitance values can be referred to calculate the three

current models. With the given Verilog-A module, the DC

performance of an N-type TFET is presented in Figure 1c,

where the on-current IDS varies with gate-source voltage VGS .

CMOS data is also included for comparison. Both CMOS

1P-type TFET shares the same physical structure with opposite layout of
source and drain.
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Fig. 2: 3D sketch of the SiNW FETs featuring two independent gates and its
associated symbol [15].

and TFET devices assume 20 nm technology with VDS =

0.6 V. Notably, when the gate-source voltage is less than 0.4

V , the conducting current of TFETs outperforms the CMOS

counterpart.

B. Silicon NanoWire FET

With the trend towards nano-scale intrinsic material in tran-

sistor channels, ambipolar conduction is observed as an unde-

sirable phenomena. However, using dynamic biasing of source

and drain Schottky Barrier heights, polarity-controllable FETs

have been fabricated using both silicon [15] and carbon nano-

tubes [16].

In this work we focus on silicon based controllable polarity

schottky barrier FETs (SBFETs) that operate in a symmetric

logic-range. An illustration of a silicon nano-wire structure

firstly fabricated in [15] is depicted in Figure 2. Gate-All-

Around (GAA) structures wrap around a number of vertically

stacked silicon nano-wires. The GAA gate structure is an

evolution of tri-gate FinFET structures with improved leakage

characteristics. The polarity gate (PG) regions closer to the

drain and source contacts adjust the schottky barrier heights

deciding the channel’s carrier type and thereby configuring the

device’s polarity. The control gate provides conventional gate

control over the device. Schottky D/S devices have recently

been exploited for achieving steep subthreshold in FinFET-like

structures [17]. For our SiNW-FET gates circuit simulation we

use a model from [15].

III. CURRENT MODE LOGIC GATES EVALUATIONS

A. Current Mode Logic Introduction

One major difference between CML circuits and single-

ended circuits is that the voltage swing of CML is smaller

than that of static logic. Thus, differential logic styles were

originally designed for high speed communication. Due to

invariant power consumption, researchers adopted this circuit-

level method as a countermeasure against differential power

analysis [18]–[20]. A “genuine” CML gate is shown in Figure

3. The schematic is mainly divided into two parts: a pull-up

network (PUN) and a pull-down network (PDN).

In CML the pull-up network mainly works as the load

device to manage the DC voltage drop on the output. Thus,

the pull-up network is constructed by either two resistors or

P-type FETs (PFETs). In fact, FETs based PUN dominates the

design due to its physical advantage over resistors. By simply

tuning the gate bias of a PFET, the on-resistance of PFET can

be adjusted, thereby altering output voltage accordingly. At
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Fig. 4: Two CML XOR schematics using (a) TFET (b) SiNW FET.

the bottom of Figure 3, one N-type FET (NFET) is included

to work as a current source, which can determine the value of

output voltage swing. The pull-down network that is composed

of NFETs mainly serves as the major functional unit in the

CML circuit. The different logic functions can be achieved

by distinct combinations of a group of NFETs. Due to the

differential structure of CML gate, when OUTPUT is logic-

1, the voltage level is close to the supply voltage (VDD).

When OUTPUT is logic-0, the voltage level is derived as

V DD − Ron × IC , where Ron is PFET on-resistance and

IC is the constant current controlled by the current source.

B. CML Standard Cells with Two Emerging Devices

The above CML introduction suggests that different layouts

of the pull-down network can perform different logic func-

tions. In fact, authors [21] formalized the CML implemen-

tation into three levels and multiple differential pairs. Figure

4 depicts two CML examples of exclusive-OR (XOR) gate

using TFET and SiNW FET, respectively. The two-input TFET

CML XOR gate includes two level and three differential pairs,

similar to the conventional CMOS counterpart. On the other

hand, the SiNW FET CML XOR gate is enabled by only

one level and two differential pairs. The polarity-controllable

feature of SiNW FET can further lower the area consumption

of circuit implementation, especially for the cryptographic

system, where the XOR gates are heavily adopted.

For other CML standard gate designs, it is critical to firstly

determine the supply voltage and the voltage optimized swing.
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Fig. 5: Power and delay profiles of CML standard cells using (a) TFET (b)
SiNW FET.

As analyzed in [14], the TFET threashold voltage is considered

as 0.15 V due to the sub-60 mV/decade. Therefore, the supply

voltage for TFET can be scaled to 0.3 V accordingly. To fairly

compare TFET with CMOS, given that the driving current for

the TFET with VGS = 0.15V is close to the CMOS with

VGS = 0.3V , the supply voltage for CMOS is cosidered as

0.6 V . Meanwhile, due to the similar layout shared between

SiNW FET and CMOS, we consider the same supply voltage

(V DD = 0.9V ) and voltage swing (V sw = 0.45V ) for those

two technologies. The configuration of the supply voltage and

voltage swing sets the baseline for other parameters such as

transistor size and biasing voltages. Here, we configure the

widths of three devices to be close to the technology length.

Consequently, TFET based CML gates are able to perform

the correct functions When Vbise = 0.18V and VP = 0.14V ,

while SiNW FET based CML gates function correctly when

Vbise = 0.5V and VP = 0.2V . Figure 5 presents the simulated

results among two technologies in terms of power and delay

profiles. With the scaling supply voltage (V DD = 0.3V ),

the TFET based CML gates trade a higher delay for an

overwhelming power advantage. For SiNW FET based CML,

it indicates that the performance is becoming better with the

increased complexity of functionality.

C. Gate-level Security Analysis

It is worth noting that the difference of the gate-level

behaviour between static and CML gates before our imple-

mentation of light-weight cipher. It is well known that the

key idea of differential power analysis is based on the power

consumption during the voltage transition. In static CMOS
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Fig. 6: The power traces between static XOR and CML XOR using TFET
(top) and SiNW FET (bottom).

logic, the major power consumption happens when the output

of logic undergoes a 0→1 (or 1→0) transition. On the contrary,

the CML logic is naturally resistant to a DPA attack given that

constant power consumption in almost any transitions.

Figure 6 shows the power traces of four XOR gate im-

plementations using TFET and SiNW FET. The upper two

power profiles are the TFET static XOR gate and TFET CML

XOR gate, while the lower two traces are the SiNW FET static

XOR gate and the SiNW FET CML XOR gate. The simulation

results using two devices share the same characteristic that

CML XOR gate stays at an constant power consumption

compared with the significant power glitch of the static XOR

gate. In other words, the power profile of static XOR gate

gives away more significant information for the attacker to

identify the internal activity of the cryptographic system.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF LIGHTWEIGHT CRYPTOGRAPHIC

SYSTEM

Due to the large area and high power consumption, employ-

ing CML gates for cryptographic hardware is not popular. To

protect cryptographic circuits against DPA attacks, researchers

often adopt other signal processing techniques [22], [23]. How-

ever, these solutions incur significant computation cost where

the cryptography already involves massive computation and

consumes large power and area. As such, lower power, TFET-

based CML could be especially valuable when considering

devices for the Internet of Things (IoT) and wireless sensor

network (WSN) nodes. To address these challenges, in the

following sections, we consider the impact of TFET-based

CML on a 32-bit KATAN cipher.

A. Overview of the KATAN Cipher

The KATAN ciphers are a family of light-weight block

ciphers, consisting of three variants with 32-bit, 48-bit and 64-

bit blocks. All KATAN ciphers share the same key schedule

with the key size of 80 bits as well as the 254-round iteration

with the same non-linear function units [4]. Considering that

different variants use the same hardware – except for a small

difference in register count – we only focus on the smallest

variant of KATAN with 32-bit blocks. As depicted in Figure 7,

this 32-bit block is made of 32 registers divided into two parts
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Fig. 7: The abstract schematic of the KATAN ciphers.

– L1 and L2 – with corresponding sizes of 13 bits and 19 bits

respectively. Both L1 and L2 are coded as a linear feedback

shift register (LFSR), in which it shifts every clock cycle. The

two registers are utilized by both plaintext and cipher text for

the inputs and outputs. Meanwhile, all the computation of non-

linear functions, namely fa(L1) and fb(L2), can be identified

as a combination of AND/XOR calculation in conjunction with

different keys (Ka and Kb), and non-linear irregular factor

(IR). When the IR counts down 254 rounds from 254 to 0,

the KATAN cipher finishes the entire encryption procedure

and reads out the ciphertext from 32 registers.

B. CML Implementation on KATAN32

We now discuss how different transistor technologies could

impact the power/performance of KATAN32 by using the Syn-

opsys Design Compiler with both 20 nm InAs Homojunction

TFET [14] and the PTM 20 nm CMOS technology [24].

The synthesized transistor-level netlist is further converted

into both the single-ended and differential modes. Synopsys

Finesim is adopted for the gate-level simulation with less

simulation time compared to HSPICE simulator. The operating

frequency of KATAN32 is set as 100 MHz to make sure its

functional correctness.

TABLE I: Power Consumption Comparison Among Different Implementa-
tions on KATAN32

Technology Gate Area Power

Equivalent[#] [μm2] [μW ]

CMOS(Static) 1013 3.534 9.96

CMOS(CML) 393 1.415 170.19

TFET(Static) 1013 3.536 1.89

TFET(CML) 393 1.441 9.76

Area and power data are summarized in Table I, where

four different implementations are listed for comparison: two

static implementations and CMOS CML employ 0.6 V for the

voltage supply, while TFET CML uses 0.3 V . A two-input

NAND gate is represented as the gate equivalent. It is worth

noting that the number of the synthesized static gate equivalent

(GEs) is more than what is reported in [4], mainly because



we simplify our library for both TFET and CMOS by using

our own driving-strength-one and two-input standard cells.

Complex logic gates such as D flip flops and multiplexers, are

not fully optimized and consume a relatively larger number of

gates. With the steep slope feature and scaling supply voltage,

both TFET based static and CML implementations lead to

a big advantage over the CMOS counterparts. It can fully

enable the application of CML based block cipher design with

comparable power consumption.

C. Correlation Power Analysis on KATAN32

Although TFET based CML KATAN32 has a better per-

formance, it is still essential to further verify its security,

especially the resistance to DPA attack. When considering

differential power analysis [5], we first need to identify what

intermediate values are a function of plaintext/ciphertext and

what intermediate values are a portion of the keys. By ob-

serving the KATAN algorithm, it is apparent that the two

nonlinear functions fa(L1) and fb(L2) are able to connect

the plaintext/ciphertext with partial keys (or more precisely,

subkeys). We can then select the two bits each round generated

by the nonlinear functions as our intermediate values or points

of attack, highlighting in yellow in Figure 7.

Four selected plaintexts are loaded into the two registers as

given in Equation (1) and the 80-bit keys are set as all zeros.

1 : x00000000 → p[18] = 0, p[31] = 0
2 : x80000000 → p[18] = 0, p[31] = 1
3 : x00040000 → p[18] = 1, p[31] = 0
4 : x80040000 → p[18] = 1, p[31] = 1

(1)

However, the chosen input values are not constrained to

Expression (1), as long as the plaintext interacts mostly with

the subkeys. We use the Hamming weight model as our

power model. Based on our chosen plaintexts, the matrix of

hypothetical power consumption is listed in Equation (2):

Hamming Weight =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
0 1 1 2
1 0 2 1
1 2 0 1
2 1 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (2)

Coefficient =

4∑
i=1

(ti − t) · (hi − h)

√√√√
4∑

i=1

(ti − t)2 ·
4∑

i=1

(hi − h)2

(3)

The predicted power consumption is then compared with

the measured real power consumption by the correlation

coefficient formula as given in Equation (3), where ti is

the measured power trace and hi is the hypothetical power

consumption. The highest correlation coefficient result stands

for the correctly guessed keys. In this case, the keys ‘00’ reflect

the largest correlation coefficient value. Figure 8 shows the

detailed correlation power analysis for the respective TFET

static KATAN32 and TFET CML KATAN32 on one clock
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Fig. 8: CPA attack on one clock cycle (a) TFET static KATAN32 vs. (b)
TFET CML KATAN32.

cycle. The black line describes the correct key value for

subkeys Ka and Kb (=‘00’), which are the two most significant

bits of the key. It is apparent that the correlation coefficient of

TFET static KATAN32 reaches its highest when the correct

keys are applied as shown in Figure 8a. By comparison, the

correlation coefficient of TFET CML KATAN32 is much more

scattered and all four hypothetical keys are equally distributed

as shown in Figure 8b. As a result, it indicates that TFET

based CML KATAN32 is more resilient when countering the

DPA attacks.

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we introduced CML design using two emerg-

ing devices (TFET and SiNW FET) and implement TFET

based CML KATAN cipher as a case study proving benefits

of using emerging transistors balancing circuit performance

and security. Besides the discussed two devices, other emerg-

ing technologies can also be applied in CML circuit to

achieve similar results, e.g, the recently developed negative-

capacitance FET (NCFET) [25]. The added ferroelectric layer

at the gate in NCFET can generate the negative capacitive

effect that enables characteristics of the steep slope subthreash-

old and tunable hysteresis loop. With the steeper slope feature,

the NCFET can further lead to ultra low power application that

potentially helps the implementation of CML gates with even

lower energy consumption.

Also, the authors in [26] applied sleep technique for the

dynamic CML implementation using SiNW FET. Putting CML
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circuits into sleep mode can lead to further power saving.

Figure 9 depicts new power gating technique employing onto

TFET and SiNW FET based CML designs. For the TEFT

based CML, a sleep transistor is incorporated at the bottom

of the schematic. However, no extra sleep transistor is needed

for the SiNW FET based CML. Based on the applied power

gating technique, the cryptographic system can work into two

modes, standby mode and operation mode, respectively. The

cryptographic system is only turned on when the encryption

enable signal is on. In our future work, we would like to

include both the other emerging technologies and power gating

methods into our study to achieve a secure cryptography with

even better performance.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have demonstrated that the usage of

emerging transistors, i.e. TFETs and SiNW FETs, can help im-

prove circuit design resilience against CPA attacks while still

preserving low power consumption compared to their CMOS

counterparts. Additionally, besides the traditional criteria for

emerging devices such as area, power, delay and non-volatility,

security may serve as a new criterion to thoroughly judge

the pros and cons of any emerging devices. Using this new

standard, we plan to revisit existing emerging transistors to

have a full comparison between emerging technologies and

CMOS technology. Meanwhile, we believe that more research

outcomes are expected in this area where unique properties of

emerging transistors can help enhance the circuit security.
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